Poems by RISTO VASILEVSKI

GUARDIAN OF THE FIELD

the field must be guarded. the bread. the birds.
the flow of water from the source to the mouth. the harvest.
the autumn. one must become a greyhound, burrow under the earth,
take care of the seeds of underground crops. one must
soar into the air, catch hold of every ripple.
they appointed me keeper. they bought me binoculars
framed in felt. a noose. hides of a
skinned animal. ( someone is to be tied
to a pillar. to an underwater rock ). they gave me
a rifle. a knife. all powers. and said : guard the
field, take care of a plot of land ( made of the
foam of the sea and the air ). take care of yourself.
many tribes have passed ( they did not touch it ).
they took shots of it from below, from above, from
all sides. the last ones gave us beautiful maps.
they clearly show: our field, near it the
sea. the rivers, the lakes, the cleared forests.
they revealed all ; there's no place you can hide.
they commanded : guard the field. guard the pupils of your eyes.
they showed me the boundaries, the limits in the air.
now I watch them, I'm all eyes. by day and by night.
and I wonder : who needs them?
so often have I crossed them, in play and at work.
publicly and secretly. and I always returned as
to the finest source, as to the pillar of my consciousness.
I feel : the field is narrow for me. as for a stone
in the chest. I need breadth. space. the world.
but what can I do: I take the rifle, direct the sights
across the boundary. at someone's back. into someone's life.
I look out for everyone's skull. I threaten them, and answer their threats.
I bare my teeth, all of them.
No one is jesting. everyone is guarding his field.
from what? from whom ? ( or else for whom ? ). the centuries

have gone by and all has stayed in its place.
the hills and the mountains, the leaves and trees, the whole cosmos.
only men have grabbed, displaced boundaries.
with battles came the blood. with battles came death. I
still stand guard over the field. I know whose it is.
I also know why. but I'm only pretending…
Translation by
Vidosava Janković

UNBEARABLE DESTINY

Once the nether world was easily reached,
Hermes was unique
and the journey safe and know.
One could also return from there,
if Orpheus’s blunder was not repeated
when rescuing Eurydice.
One had to know humble words,
clothe them in mellifluous tones
and with them melt the hearts of stone
that shut the gates of Hedes,
And go on, never looking back,
till the boundary was crossed
between death and life.
Now many paths lead to hell
and all are thronged with travellers
over whom no angels guard,
nor saintly chants of earthly priests.
Now contemporary, brutal Hermeses,
lead travellers from afar,
from out their secret lairs,
from off their public stumps,
and in the general melée,
no bounteous voice is heard,
nor the cry of Eurydice,
long pleading for salvation.
Unbearable is this our fate,
forgotten as we are by life,
and so lightly left to die!

Translation by
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